Magento on AWS
Managed by Tenzing
Tenzing’s Magento Optimized Hosting on AWS is reliable, scalable, secure and optimized for Magento. It combines the flexibility
and scalability of the AWS platform with Tenzing’s round the clock support, customized managed services and ecommerce
expertise. By investing in Magento you’ve chosen a powerful platform to deliver your online shopping experience, don’t let your
infrastructure hold it back. Tenzing provides infrastructure and managed services to some of the worlds’ leading retailers and
can help you make the most of your platform investment.

Built for Performance
Optimize your site performance and protect your customer experience with a scalable
solution that guarantees you only ever pay for the infrastructure you need. No more. No
less.

Managed by Experts
Skip the heavy lifting, save on development costs and stop worrying about site
availability and performance with Tenzing’s round the clock monitoring and support.

Trusted by Merchants
With AT 101 SOC-2, ISO27001 and PCI DSS certifications, solid partner relationships and
ITIL based policies and procedures, you can be assured that your environment is in good
hands.

BUILT FOR PERFORMANCE
Magento on AWS, managed by Tenzing allows you to dynamically grow and shrink your environment. Tenzing will help you
scale seamlessly during busy periods, allowing you to pay only for the infrastructure you use. Worries about site availability
and performance will be a thing of the past with Tenzing ensuring your site scales on an as needed basis.
Leverage the full power of Magento with a reference architecture that optimizes your site performance and ensures reliability.
Amazon Aurora delivers up to five times the throughput of standard MySQL running on the same hardware, and at Tenzing
we’ve integrated Aurora into our Magento 2 offering. Tenzing customers can also take advantage of Amazon Cloudfront CDN
to speed up the delivery of their entire website using a global network of edge locations. On top of that, we support industry
leading software including Varnish and Solr Search – allowing you to leverage the best available tools to build your site.
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Leverage Amazon Infrastructure
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Industry Leading SLAs and Built in DR
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Tenzing backs its Magento Optimized Hosting on AWS
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intelligent network storage delivered seamlessly as a
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solution also includes two options for disaster recovery.

With Magentos new cloud friendly licensing model, designed with scalable environments in mind,
there has never been a better time to explore Magento on AWS, managed by Tenzing.
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Magento on AWS
Managed by Tenzing
TRUSTED BY
MERCHANTS
Tenzing Datacenters

Tenzing was one of the first hosting providers to be
validated through Magento’s updated partner program, and was the first to offer managed services
for Magento on AWS in North America. We are also
an AWS advanced consulting partner, and based
on our technical proficiency and proven success
delivering ecommerce solutions, were one of the
inaugural partners for their commerce competency
program.

MANAGED BY
EXPERTS
Configuring, deploying, monitoring, managing and
maintaining AWS infrastructure is complicated. Optimizing
it to run your Magento store is even harder. Tenzing manages
this complexity for you 24x7x365 with a team of Magento and
AWS experts leveraging industry leading ITIL-based processes
design specifically for ecommerce.
We’re a team of ecommerce experts that allow you to skip
the heavy lifting while we worry about provisioning, scaling
and managing your infrastructure. Our team will configure
and optimize your web servers, app servers and databases,
allowing you to save on development costs. We’ll also set
up custom monitoring and alerts based on your business
requirements – and when those alerts are triggered, we’ll
respond immediately. Our support team will also manage the
security of your environment, your disaster recovery services
and if necessary, we deploy a comprehensive operational and
escalation protocol to mitigate any security risk to your site.

We work closely with leading systems integrators,
bringing tools and processes to support organization and accountability. Our tried and testing
Magento RACI matrix allows us to set expectations
and processes with all project partners. Our ITIL
based change management procedures ensure that
environment changes are carefully reviewed and
approved to avoid any negative impact on your sites
performance.

Defense in Depth Security
Tenzing’s security is based on a defense in depth
approach. Our system is built to insure the availability, confidentiality and integrity of our systems
and data. Both Amazon and Tenzing are PCI DSS
compliant and we help ensure ongoing compliance
by applying the latest patches and firmware to your
environment.

ABOUT US
Tenzing delivers solutions and services that enhance performance, maintain security and simplify compliance for retailers
and manufacturers. By combining deep technical expertise with exceptional service delivery and support, Tenzing helps clients alleviate risk and maximize revenue from their digital investments. Tenzing deploys, manages and optimizes software
and infrastructure for leading commerce platforms from partners such as Oracle, hybris, Magento, and IBM. With offices
and customers in the Americas, EMEA, and APAC, Tenzing is regularly recognized as a high-growth company and industry
leader. Tenzing is SSAE16 Type II, ISO 27001, PCI-DSS and VISA PCI Certified. Tenzing also partners with Amazon for the
global delivery of managed commerce services on AWS. For more information, visit: www.tenzing.com.
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